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1 Introduction 

Let F, Op, and ()p be a totally real number field over (Ql with degree m, the ring 
of integers of F, and the different of F over Q. We denote the m embeddings of 
F to lR by l 1 , l 2 , ... , lm. We define a congruence subgroup r by 

r = r[c>p-1 ,4()p] = { (: !) E SL2(F)I a,d E Op, b E ()p-1, C E 4()p}. 

Let D = {z E (C I Im(z) > O} be the upper-half plane. As usual, we embed 
SL2(F) into SL2(1Rr by I M (l1(r), l2(r), ... , lmb)) and consider the Mobius 
transformation of SL2 (F) on Dm by this embedding. 
Fort E F and z = (z1 ,z2, ... ,zm) E Dm, we set q~ = e21r.,l=TI:::"c1i;(Oz;_ The 
standard theta series 0 P is given by 

0p(z) = I: qe. 
~EOF 

We define the factor of automorphy jp(r, z) by 

. 0p(rz) 
Jp(r, z) = 0p(z) ' 

for 1 = (: !) Er and z = (z1,z2, ... ,zm) E Dm· When F = Q, we write 

0(z) = 0Q>(z) and j(r, z) = jQ>(r, z) briefly. It is known that 

j (r, z) = Ed 1 ( ~) ( cz + d) ½, 1 = (: ! ) E r o ( 4), z E D 
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where ( ~) is the Shimura's quadratic reciprocity symbol [5], and Ed is 1 or A 
according as d = l (mod 4) or d = 3 (mod 4). 
Let k be in ½Z, a holomorphic function f on f)m is a Hilbert modular form on r 
of parallel weight k if f satisfies 

f(,-yz) = jp('-y, z) 2k f(z) for any I Er, Z E f)m 

and that has the q-expansions of the forms 

for any g = (: ~) E SL2 (F) where h9 > 0 is the constant which depends only 

on g and~ >- 0 means that li(~) > 0 for any i = 1, 2, ... , m. We denote the space 
of Hilbert modular forms on r of parallel weight k by Mk(r). We also denote the 
space of cusp forms by Sk(r). 
In 1975, Cohen [1] constructed a special modular form ,Yf;. E Mr+-'(r0 (4)) for all 

2 

positive integers r, called the Cohen Eisenstein Series of weight r + ½ which has 
the q-expansion of the form 

Yt';.(z) = ((1 - 2r) + 
N>l 

(-WN=O) (mod 4) 

X L µ(d)X(-1YN(d)dr-la2r-l ( f(-;rN) qN 
dlf(-l)TN 

where XN is the quadratic character corresponding to Q(vlV)/!JJ., JN is the nat
ural number such that N = DN J'J., and DN is the discriminant of !JJ.( vlV)/!JJ.. 
The space of modular forms on r O ( 4) of weight r + ½ whose nth Fourier coefficient 
vanishes unless (-lYn is congruent to 0 or 1 modulo 4 is called the Kohnen plus 
space introduced and investigated by Kohnen in 1980 [3]. 
In 2013, Hiraga and Ikeda gave a generalization of the Kohnen plus space for 
Hilbert modular forms of half-integral weight [2]. 
Let K, be a positive integer, the Kohnen plus space M+ 1 (r) with respect to 

"+2 
M"+-' (r) is defined by the subspace of M"+-' (r) which consists of all h E M"+-' (r) 

~ 2 2 
with .!:'burier coefficient of the form 

h(z) = c(O) + 
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Here, we define e = □ (4) if there exists x E Op such that e - x 2 E 4op. We also 
define s;+l (r) = M:+l (r) n S,.+½ (r). 

2 2 

In 2016, Su constructed the Eisenstein series G ,.+1 x' E M+ 1 (r) which is a gen-
2' K:+2 

eralization of the Cohen Eisenstein series [6]. Let x' be a character of the class 
group of F, then G,.+½,x' is defined by 

where Lp(s, x) is the L-function over F with respect to the character x defined by 

'°' x(m) 
Lp(s, x) = L.., N (Qt)s 

0,f2!Cop F/(Q 
ideal 

for Re(s) > 1 and 

1{,.(e, x') = x'(:!\-i)"'()Lp(l - K,, X(-l)"'(X') 

x L µ( a)X,( a)x' ( a)N F/CQ( a)"-1crp,2,._1,x,2 (J,a-1 ). (1) 
0 1Je 

Here, '.D, and :t, are the relative discriminant and the quadratic character corre
sponding to F(-v'f,)/F respectively, J, is the integral ideal such that ~'.D, = (e), 
µ is the Mobius function for ideals, and crF,k,x is defined by 

crF,k,x(Qt) = L NF;CQ(btx(b). 
bl2l 

When F is a real quadratic field such that () F = ( <5) with a totally real positive 
element <5, Su gave linear relations between special £-values over F and some 
arithmetic functions [7]. 
In this paper, we give generalization of these linear relations. 
We define arithmetic functions ak ( n) and f3k ( n) by 

if k E 2Z, 

if k E Z \ 2Z, 

if k r/:. Z, k - ½ E 2Z, 

if k r/:. Z, k - ½ E Z \ 2Z, 
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where Bk is the k-th Bernoulli number, 

if k E 2Z, 

if k E Z \ 2Z, 

if k (/_ Z, k - ½ E 2Z, 

if k (/_ Z, k - ½ E Z \ 2Z, 

if n is a square 

otherwise 

and we set a(x) = 0 for an arithmetic function a(n) and x (/_NU {O}. 
Our main result is the following. 

Theorem 1.1. Let F be a totally real number field such that 8 f m and ()F = (8) 
with totally real positive element 8, we have 

where Q is some cusp form in Sm(1<+½l(fo(4)). 

By comparing the Fourier coefficients of both sides, we deduce the following corol
lary. 

Corollary 1. 1. With the above notation, if 1-l/£ ( ~, x') is as in ( 1), we have 

L 1-l/£(~, x') = LF(l - 2"', x'2 ) 

l;Eop,l;~O 
(-1)"1;=□ (4) 

Tr(i)=n 

where c(n) is the q-coefficient of some cusp form in Sm(1<+½l(fo(4)). 

2 Outline of the proof 

From here until the end, we assume that F is a totally real number field such that 
()F = (8) with totally real positive element 8. 
Let AF, 'ljJ = IT 'l/Jv be the adele ring of F, the additive character on AF/ F with 
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'l/Jv(x) = e(-l)"21rv1=Ix for archimedian places v. Let f be a complex valued function 
on Dm, we define a complex valued function Rf on D as follows. 

( z z z ) 
(Rf)(z) = f l1(8)' l2(8)' ... ' lm(8) . 

Lemma 2.1. [7, Theorem 2.1] For f E Mk+1.(r), we have 
2 

Moreover, if we write f(z) = L{Eop c(~)q{, Rf(z) has the q-expansion of the form 

(2) 

The most important part of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the calculations of the 
constant terms of RG K+½,x' at each cusp. For a complex valued function f : Dm --+ 
C, we put 

m 

(WF f)(z) = IT (-2\1-lii(J)zi)-K;-½ f (-(4i1 (8) 2z1)-1, ... , -( 4im(8)2zm)-1) 
i=l 

and 

The following lemmas give the constant terms of WFG K+½,x' and UpG K+½,x'. 

Lemma 2.2. [7] The constant term of WpGK;+½,x' is equal to 

Lemma 2.3 (Kuga). The constant term ofUpGK;+½,x' is equal to 

Especially when 8 f m, this value is equal to 0. 
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Sketch of proof of the Theorem 1.1. 

When 4 f m, the proof is similar to that of [7]. 
When 41 m and 8 f m, we define operators U and Won Mm(,c+½)(ro(4)) as follows. 

Then, by a simple caluculation, we can check that 

and 

URG"+½,x' = RUpGM½,x'· 

By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, we have 

-2 
RG K+½,x' =Lp(l - 21,,, x' )Em(,c+½) 

+ rm"(-1) mKO(;+i) Lp(l - 21,,, x'2)E;,(,c+½) + Q 

where 

E (z) = {~,EI'o(4)=\ro(4)j(1',z)-2k if k E z 
k 0(z) ~,EI'o(4)=\ro(4) j(,y, z)-2k+1 if k E ½Z \ Z, 

* ( 2z )-k ( l) Ek(z) = -- Ek -- . A 4z 

and Q E Sm(,c+½/ro(4)). By comparing the Fourier coefficients of both side, we complete 

the proof. Indeed, ak(n) and f3k(n) represent the nth Fourier coefficients of Ek and Ei., 
respectively. □ 
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